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The Importance of a SMILE!!!
“You can only hold a smile for so long, after that
it's just teeth.” - Chuck Palahniuk

We spend a lot of money trying to boost our health
between supplements, fitness routines, eating healthy
and gym membership. But did you know that several
of studies have shown that the simple act of smiling
can produce wonderful health benefits.

What are the benefits?





Becoming more attractive, happier and younger looking
Helping you feel more positive about life
Reduce stress, boosting your immune system, lowering your blood pressure and
releasing endorphins that make you feel good and helps the HEART!

The start of a more beautiful smile is just a visit away at Finesse Dental. We offer professional
cosmetic dentistry that can fix, brighten and whiten your smile. We offer treatments, such as:









Adults Orthodontics
ZOOM Whitening
Dental Veneers
Inman Aligner
Invisalign
Tooth Colour Fillings
Crowns and Bridges

Take advantage of our FREE SMILE CONSULTATION. You can make an appointment with one
of our Dentist and they will be pleased to answer any queries you may have.
“Dr Robby Sehmi and the team are easy going and professional. From the initial consultation to
the removal of the braces, Robby and the team provided valuable care and assistance. In 8
months, my teeth were straightened, using the poweprox and I am very happy with the result. I
highly recommend their services.” Christopher Chee

Current Specials

Kings Langely Village Fair 2013
Finesse Dental was a proud sponsor of the Kings
Langely Village Fair that was held on Sunday
20th October. The very hot day did not stop family
and friends to enjoy the shows, stalls and of
course the food! The Finesse Dental team certainly
enjoyed the day and was pleased to answer the
queries of our local community. Thank you to all
who
joined
the
fun.

FREE SMILE CONSULTATION

FREE Under 6 Years CHECK-UPS

ZOOM WHITENING $800
(normally $1,295)

